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THE TIGER

TWO
FOOTBALL PRACTICE IS ON

The Tiger squad for 1012 looks good.
Nine varsity men
have reported for duty.
There is much promising material
among last year's scrubs, class football and rats.
Once again Bowman held looks natural. The "old" boys
gather in groups along the sidelines to swop opinions and the
"rats" look on in open mouthed amazement.
Coach Dobson
sounded his call a week last Monday, and, as a result, some
hundred men are daily working out for the coveted positions
on this years varsity.
Coach states that the material, so far as weight is concerned,
is the best in three years. The number of men trying out this
year is. more than usual, but experience is lacking in general.
Several new men are showing up well and look like comers.
Randal of last years Porter team, Walker of Columbia High
School and Littlejohn, brother of West Point star, are the most
promising.
Of the old scrubs and second string men, Sclnoedcr, Turbeville, Boggs, Parker, McGill, Gilmore, Pressley, Harvey, Logan,
Ezell, Heriot, Gee, and Bristol look good this time. The
great college game is somewhat changed but nevertheless football is on.
From these men mentioned and nine of last years varsity,
viz: Webb, James, Britt Gandy, Schilletter, Lewis, Mellctt,
Kangeter, and Coles, Captain Britt and Coach Dobson, expect
to get a team that will make Tech and Auburn, as well as
Carolina and Citadel hustle.
The New Assistant Coach
This year for the first time since Coach Dobson 'has been
at the .helm he will have an experienced assistant. With the
coming of "Pat" Murphy, the big University of Pennsylvania
tackle, there will be more opportunity for the many candidates
to receive personal attention which heretofore has been nearly
impossible. This means much for the Tigers of 1912, as lack
of assistance has been Coach's handicap in the past. Bear in
mind that he is the only S. I. A. A. Coach who has ever
worked up a good team without the aid of an experienced assistant. Clemson is exceedingly fortunate in securing a man of
the calibre of Coach Murphy, who comes here with a reputation vouched for by Coach Dobson who has played six years
of football with him at northern institutions.
He will devote
most of his time to the guards and tackles, while Coach Dobson will look after the backs and ends. With the material we
have and this combination working together fellows, we can
look for the best Tiger squad in several years.
What is Expected of the Student Body.
'It's up to us fellows, who can't do the real work out on
the gridiron to show the boys that we are behind them to the
man. Let's wake things up this year and show the men who
are working hard each day to bring victory into the Clemson
camp this year, that we appreciate the work of each and every
one of them. We can do this by coming out every afternoon
to watch them at practice, by cheering when they deserve it and
when they don't, and by keeping on the sidelines and not interfering with work on the field. Let everybody get together,
learn the yells, and be ready to tear loose when Riverside comes
here on the 12th of this month.
The cooperation of the corps is solicited by the squad, they
hope for as much enthusiasm and spirit from the student body
as will be displayed on the field.
<
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GLEE CLUB
One phase of college work, aside from the regular routine
of studies, in which new men are especially urged to become
interested this year, is the Glee Club. To the majority of men
entering college, very little is known of such an organization
and a brief word of explanation as to just what the Glee Club
is, and stands for at Clemson, would be in place. The Glee Club
represents one of the two branches of musical organizations here,
the other being the college band, and serves as a feature of the
Commencement exercises. It is composed of, so far as we are
able to ascertain, these men who represent the best in Clemson,
from a vocal standpoint. We are somewhat handicapped here
in not having a professional instructor, as most of the other
Southern Colleges have, and all work is done under the direction
of the student whom we select from year to year as the most
competent leader. This year, we have as director, Lenaire Wolfe,
who is also chief musician of the band.
Last year, the Club had a fairly
successful season, accomplishing more than any Club, for the three or four years
previous, but still there was much room for improvement. We
believe there are good singers in barracks, who have failed to let
themselves be known; and, if this is the case, we want to see
them all out this year when the call is given for new men, which
will be in a week or two.
Twelve of last year's men are back in college, and with these
and the new material we expect to get from among the rats and
and old men wdio have never tried out. Director Wolfe hopes to
get out the best Club Clemson has ever had.
We want every man who even has an idea that he can sing,
to come out this year and help us get a club equal to the best
in the State.
Any men particularly who are interested in this line of work
and who wish
to know more about it, see Wolfe, L. F. or King,

J. F.
SENIOR CLASS
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On Saturday September 21, the Senior Class held its first
meeting of this session. The meeting was well attended, and the
business of electing officers was rapidly disposed of.
The following officers were elected: R. A. Alexander, President: H. A. Hagood, Sec. and Treas.: W. G. McLeod, Historian;
F. Hodges, Prophet; R. W. Fant, Poet; J. L. Hiers, Chaplain;
F. H. Lathrop, Tiger Reporter. The president's cooperative committee and the committee on hazing were consolidated and the
following committeemen elected: A. C. Turbeville, C. K. Dunlap,
J. H. Kangeter, and T. F. Davis. R. A. Alexander president of
the class will serve as chairman of the committee.
This committee was instructed to confer with Colonel Cummins in regard to senior priveleges as soon as possible. All
members of the class are expecting unusual favors along this line
during the present year.
Immediately after the meeting of the Senior Class, the Senior
Dancing Club met and elected officers for the year.
J. H.
Kangeter was elected president; M. S. Lawton, vice-president;
and T. F. Davis, Secretary & Treasurer.
This years Senior Class is small, but it makes up in quality
what it lacks in quantity. It is one of the most united classes
that Clemson ever pioduced, and the year just begun .promises
to be one of both pleasure and profit.
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THE TIGER
THE RETURN OF THE CORPS
On the morning of the tenth of September, the walls of
the barracks slept peacefully taking their nineteenth rest since
the rumble of the carpenter's tools died away in the neighbouring hills. But on the afternoon of the same day, they stirred
uneasily, for a sound without caused them to dream of days
past; and that night a dozen or more of their returning charges
stole softly tinder their protection. At noon on the following
clay they were fully aroused and ere the sun had dropped behind
the western hills they had gathered in five hundred more of Carolinian's sons. Then, when darkness gathered over the outside
world, they drew close and listened to the merry accounts ot
the vacation and shook with laughter as the boys told their
adventures during the summer. The succeeding days brought in
their share of the wanderers until the fifteenth closed in and
rounded up the stragglers. The sixteenth counted as it passed
by a larger number than ever before. Ninety-four of last year's
seniors were missing and several from the other classes failed
to return; but the "Rats" came by droves to take their places,
and the buildings are packed full throughout. For the twentieth
time the boys have come back; and a wonderful sight they are
to see. They are here of every description. There are longones and short ones, those that are thick and those that are thin.
The color scheme too is interesting. They vary in hue, from
the ripening seniors clustered in front and surrounded by a band
of turning jmrors to the exceeding- "brightness" of the fully developed sophomores swelling full of importance and to the background of vivid green, the freshman, dotted here and there with
the pure white innocent little buds, the preps.
All have come full of determination to do a good year's work,
and the prospects are for an unusual year, unusual in many ways.
it has started with an unusual coincidence, the twentieth session
and the twentieth century. The crowd is unusually large, and
there are many unusual features. The order is unusually good
under the supervision of the new commandant. The practice of
hazing is almost entirely eliminated, a thing unusual in itself for
a school so large. The enthusiasm of the men is so unusually
high. Prospects for athletics is brightest for yeais; and class
work has started off with less confusion than ever before. The
senior class is small, there being only sixty seven members; but
there seems to be a determination on the part of the members
to make it a record class.
Everything seems favorable for this being the most successful year that Clemson has ever known; and if every hand
will turn a spoke Old Clemson's wheel of fame will roll far up
the slope in the lead of every other institution in the South. And
may it be true; and may the men she sends back to the State
that helped to place them here continue to be as here-to-fore,
leadeis in every sense of the word.
Heaftl through the window of the Cadet Exchange.—
"Have them mechanical agriculters come yet?"
"Keep stamps in here?"
"Have you got any of them bald headed pens in here that
you take with you to mechanical drawing?"
"Say, mister, 1 asked you for a three "H" drawing pencil
and you gave me an "I".
"This where you get the pass to the trunk room?"
"I want some chocolate candy."
"Fix me up a dime's worth of countersigns."
"I want to buy a schedule."
|<C>

Everybody's Doing It I Doing What?
Buying " The World's Best" in Machinery,
Dairy Supplies, Barn Equipment and Water
Works From
------

DUNN MACHINERY CO.,

BOX 79, ATLANTA, GEORGIA.

CHARLOTTESVILLE WOOLEN MILLS
mwii

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Uniform Cloths
FOR

ARMY NAVY, LETTER-CARRIER, POLICE,
AND RAILROAD PURPOSES : : :
And the largest assortment and best quality of
Including those used at the United States Military Academy at West
Point, and other leading military schools of the country. Prescribed and used by the cadets of Clemson College.

Xjhe Clemson J^gricultinal College of
Souih Carolina
Ninety-four Teachers, Officers and Assistants.
Hundred Students.

Enrollment Over Eight

Value of lands, Buildings and Equipment $1,250,000.
DEGREE COURSES—Agriculture,

Agriculture

and

Chemistry,

Agriculture and Animal Industry, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Tex
tile Engineering, Architectural Engineering, Mechanical and Electri
cal Engineering. SHORT COURSES—Two Year Course in Textiles;
One Year course in Agriculture; Four Weeks winter course for Farm
ers; Four Weeks Winter Course in cotton Grading.
Approximate cost for board, room, lights, heat, water, latin
cOST
dry, uniforms, and all fees for the sassiou, except tuition, $134. Tui
tion, $40 additional.
SCHOLARSHIPS—167 four year Agricultural
and Textile scholarships. Age requirements 16 years or over.
51 one
yeai Agricultural scholarships. Age requirement, 18 years or over.
Value of scholarships, fioo per session and free tuition.
Scholarship
and entrance examinations will be held July 12th, at each county
Courthouse in South Carolina. For information, write at once to

W. M- RIGGS, President, Clemson College, S. C.
Clemson College expends over $100,000 annually for State work,
such as Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis, Veterinary and Entomolog
ical Inspection, Tick and Cholera Eradication, Agricultural and Tex
tile Scholarships/Branch Stations, and ether lines of public service.
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The new men. we think, have received a pleasant surprise.
Many ofTern no doubt, were expecting a dreadful time the
I
ccount of hazing and to their joy, there is none.
Tls year the 'rats" may walk boldly fo.th without being moles1

y
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NEWS FROM CAROLINA
Football prospects at Carolina are unusually bright. "Red
Edgerton who last year coached Charleston College is on the
joh as Coach, and is counting on giving the Game Cocks the
best team they have ever had. With Von Kolnitz, Wehman,
Mettz, Harth, Roberts, Dick, Sligh. Whitner Graydon, Stoney,
Perkins, Preynall. and others to pick from, Carolina should get
out a team that will stack up well with the "Tigers" at the Fair.
From Tech comes news that only four varsity men have returned to College. They report but few new candidates, and
a squad of light weights only, from last year's second string
men. but you can count on Tech being there when the whistle
blows, just as they always are. However a Tigei victory on
Thanksgiving day would not be a surprise.
On a Monday morning not long past two dignified seniors—
we shall not call names, but. for the sake of brevity, let us call
them Roy and Rastus. strutted proudly up the walk to Chicora
College, turned right
around,
and
walked
right
out
again. As they reached the side walk Rastus was heard to murmer plainly. "J wonder why"—Roy's reply will be published later
when the words have time to cool. Just now they might melt
the type.
A military "Rat" met a lieutenant of his company on the
campus a few days ago, and saluting gracefully he stepped forward and asked, "Lieutenant is the post office on the delinquency?»

HAZING
Every sensible College student will admit that brutal hazing
is wrong in morals and cowardly in conduct.
j cannot conceive of a student body in South Carolina with
^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ permit new students t0 be cruelly beaten, or
subjected to indignities which one might not tolerate without a
Such hazing could not exist at Clemson
of self respect.
because the 0id students would not permit it, and because the
ruffians who engaged in it would be detected and dismissed.
We may therefore safely eliminate from consideration, as a
pract;ce; -brutal hazing,"—for you know even better than I do
In every body
that no Such hazing as a practice goes on here.
These must be
Q{
men there is a ceriain per cent of thugs.
kept in subjection by the healthy public sentiment of the right
thinking majority—their conduct must not be regarded as typical
unless it goes unpunished and unrebuked.
However, there are forms of hazing neither brutal nor indecent, tne kind of hazing which at the University of North
Carolina caused young Rand to meet his death. The evidence
showed that this student and another Freshman had been made
to do no more than get upon a barrel and sing or dance. While

sacrifice

^.^ ^ ^ ^ ^^

fd]

and his jugukr vein was severed.
and condemnation-against the four

^

g p.^ of g,ass bottle>

The spasm of indignation
Sophomores is as unjust

as it is hysterical. They are not morally guilty of Rand's
death, but in spite of innocence of intention, a young life has
been sacrificed, and the future of tour young students irreparabb
darkened.. The University of our sister State has sufferedan
injury which it will take a century to efface. When a parent.
thinks of sending a boy to the University of North Carolina,
the bare fact that Rand was killed there while being hazed,
„,, CQme t(, miml, aml perhaps the boy wi„ receive his educa^^ elsewnere.
Jt .g against thc so called innocent and petty forms of haz^^ l direct t]ljs article. against the irreducible minimum
Suppose while a "rat"
of hazmg; if you choose to style it so.
^^ being paddlcd he should in confusion jump out of a win^ Q{ thg barracks; supp0se when he is on top of a table it
shou]d collapse, and striking his head against the iron bed he
Would the plea that you did not insholl|d crack n';s skull?
^^ tQ hur( ]ijm bring back tbe ]ife, restore your peace of
^.^ ^ ^^^ thfi [n^ry done the College?
Even if no one is hurt, and you are not detected and disof the College suffers. The homesick
mjsscd
tho ruputation
^
trying to persuade his parents to let him come home, writes
that he is "being beaten to death;" the boy who has failed on
his entrance examinations goes back to h;s native town and
says he is back because he "could not stand the brutal hazing;"
the spoiled boy
goes back home and his fond parents relate
in excuse for his home coming the barbarities and indignities
to which he was subjected!
And meanwhile parents write and telegraph and telephone
and beg the President to protect their boy from those brutal
students who day and night harrass him!
You know how little hazing we have had this year and from
all I can Katn. none of it has even bordered on. cruelty or oppression, yet read the following extracts from letters I have
received from parents whose menial anguish was as real as if
all the facts alleged were true. Knowing conditions, you may
be inclined to laugh, but those who wrote the letters were deep-

-

The other is from a charitable woman wdio is helping a boy in
ly in earnest and every word came from the heart. I am glad
Clemson
to get his education:
to say that I have leceived fewer such letters this season than
"I wish to write you a few lines in regard to
ever before, and most of them are inspired by the fatal accident
He is an orphan, his father having died when he was
in North Carolina.
two years old. His mother has neither the health or ability to
One father writes as follows:
"The awful tragedy at Chapel Hill, N. C. has made me feel make'a living for herself and support her children. Out of sheer
fenxious about my own dear boy at Clemson, and 1 am writing pity 1 have had this child with me for nine years, sending him
you now to assure you that the efforts of yourself and your able to public school, feeding him and practically clothing him. It
Commandant to put down the barbaric and cowardly practice, of was through me he tried for the scholarship and won. It was
'.hazing will meet with the hearty approval of nine-tenths of the an awful strugele to get him off to College although he had the
people of the State. I have no sympathy whatever with a scholarship. His sister denied herself of everything she could
to secure the necessary clothes, etc., for him to go to school.
cowardly brute who indulges in the practice. I don't want my
Now after this struggle, comes the news that he is being outboy to be a "sissy" but I do not want his life endangered by
rageously treated in your school he is afraid he will not be able
_a lot of hoodlums."
Another father, enclosing me a newspaper clipping describ- to stand it. He is afflicted with asthma and at these times his
heart is weak and if he is killed at Clemson. his blood will be
ing the death of Rand at the University, says:
on
your hands. He has no father or brother to stand up for him
-The inclosed clipping explains itself. If my boy was hurt
and knowing what a struggle he had to go to school and realizor killed by hazing. I can't afford to say what I would do. The
heathen are not near so bad. Your rules are I think the best, ing this is his only opportunity he is making a brave fight to
but finding it out! Tney swear the one that is 'hazed never to stand up to it until those beasts you have there get through
with him, if they leave any life in him at all. I ask you in
tell it. if he does they will sure enough do him up, and they
don't tell th.ough fear mostly. I think. But you can find out if the name of all conscience have this treatment of this chile!
you will question certain ones,—others find it out. I trust they stopped. I cannot believe but that you will put a stop to this
thing if it is in your power."
-will hang the ones that killed this boy. Just how much the
What does it matter if subsequent investigation showed that
President is to blame we don't know, but he is not guiltless,
it may be from neglect of duty or he may think it is all right the boy to whom the last letter referred had not been injured or
to haze a little, if so, he should suffer accordingly. Trust you harrassed by hazing, and had not written home to that effect. The
writer's information must have come from rumor and newshave no trouble and all will go well."
paper report—not from the boy—yet the distress was just as
Another father writes:
"I notice in Saturday's paper where a boy was killed at the real as if it had.
Every student in College knows how unjust are the charges
State University of N. C, by being hazed
I have been worried a great deal about my son who is there contained in these letters, every old student knows that there
is less hazing tlr's season than ever before, but we cannot say
.since I saw him. President Riggs, I will thank you very much
to give the boys a lecture on this subject and try to have it cut there is none. Cadet Kennedy was dismissed for this offence,
out. if possible. For I'm sure no one wants to send his son off innocent though his motives were and totally lacking in brutality his actions.
-to come back in a black box. as in that case."
Tt would be worth more to the institution if the President
The next is from a prominent lawyer, who has no son at
could say to every parent and to the public"there is no hazing at
Clemson:
"The reports we "hear in this place are very discreditable to Clemson," and not have to say "there is little hazing at Clemson,
and no brutal hazing." The public mind deals only in rough
the College. I am glad to hear that something is being done to
punish those wdio have been guilty. If we have heard the truth. hewn facts—the minimizuig adjectives make little impression.
the conduct of the older boys has been simply outrageous, Sooner or later we must be able to say truthfully, not merely
brutal and cowardly, and they should every one be sent home "resolve" as do so many Colleges, "there is no hazing at Clemand the disgrace wiped out. Criticism of your College has been son." Nothing short of that should be our goal.
very severe within the past few days."
The difficulty with eliminating this "irreducible minimum"
"A number of good boys have been, practically, denied the
right of attending your College, which is the State's College, is that in its more innocent forms, hazing ceases to be a moral
question, in fact, the majority of College graduates believe that
and have been denied the right of taking the special course
it
is actually a good thing for a Freshman, a desirable pre-there given, by the brutal, cowardly conduct of older boys. If
liminary to Irs education. They think he should be hazed
I were in your place 1 would break up hazing or break up the
enough to take the "swell head" out of him, and make him
College
"know his place."
Many look upon it as an automatic proYou owe it to the STATE and to yourself to do this work."
The other two are not written by men but by women, and cess which passes over those who do not object to it. and thereto these in particular would I direct your attention. The first fore do not need it, and spends its full force on those who do.
Despite popular clamor, hazing, where intention to injure
is from a mother:
or
humiliate
is lacking, is not a moral question, but a discipli"I thank you very much for you letter and pictorial bulnary one. Tt is really not a question for the student to decide
letin which I received last Thursday. In reply T wish to say
whether hazing is right or wrong. Tt is wrong because it is a
if you can stop so much hazing, I shall be gratified indeed *
violation of the regulations of the College sufficiently serious
He has had weak heart since he had measles eight or ten years
to
receive the limit of College dis;pline.
ago. After hearing of the death of the young man in a North
On every matriculation card is printed in type so large that
Carolina College yesterday, T couldn't sleep for thinking of
the wayfaring student "need not err therein" the legend—
my dear boy last night."
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«THF PUNISHMENT FOR HAZING IS DISMISSAL."
TVs rule I need hardly say is rigidly enforced. Every boy
who ha.es, risks losing his education,-and casts aside cons.deration for his parents, who perhaps have saenftced much to give
him the opportunities he enjoys here.
But with nearly 8oo boys in nearly 400 rooms, detection is
not possible in one case m a hundred.
In the end, the enlightened sentiment of the student body must be relied upon
to put down hazing.
Regardless of what each student may think of the right or
wrong of the question, he cannot deny that hazing in any form
brings public criticism on the College, makes "sore spots for
the College of many a home in the State, keeps away many a
boy who'has an ambition for a College education, causes mental anguish to many a mother and father, and brings opprobrium
upon every old student, and all for what-for the foolish satisfaction of seeing a new man sing or dance on the top of a
table, or for the satisfaction of writing one's name on him with
a strap or paddle!
,
If not a question of morals or gentility—certainly it is a
question of good sense, wise policy, enlightened College loyalty,
and a decent respect for the public opinion and proper con• sideration for the parents of boys who are away from home
for the first time.
If only one mother in South Carolina is made to suffer
through anxiety for her boy's safety, that should be sufficient
motive to impel to proper conduct any body of young South
Carolinians.
If I could be made to believe that hazing was a virtue instead of an evil, if I could bring myself to regard it as a desirable and necessary preliminary to a boy's College education,
if I could be so foolish as to think that it did not injure the
reputation of a College, so thoughtless as to forget the fatal
accidents that even this season have followed in its train, if
I could all this believe, and yet know that one mother in South
Carolina spent the night in tears for the safety of her boy at
Clemson, and rose in the morning to pray for his deliverance,
I would cut off my right hand before I would raise it save to
succor or protect her son.
This is a phase of the matter which perhaps has never occured to you. 1 present it for your thoughtful consideration.
Clemson College, S. C.
Sept 24, J912

W. M. Riggs, President.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 1912
Oct. 5—Howard at Birmingham
Oct. 12—Riverside at Clemson
Oct. 19—Auburn at Auburn
Oct. 26—Citadel at Clemson
Oct. 31—Carolina at Columbia
Nov. 7—Georgia at Augusta
Nov. 16—Mercer at Macon
Nov. 28—Tech at Atlanta
We were all glad to see the following Clemson men who
were here on a visit last week: Messrs. O. B. Brodie. '12; T. C.
Adams, '12; B. F. Pefinel, '12; E. E. Hamlin, '12; and W. R.
Connelly, '11.

Barber Shop
Special service to Clemson Faculty
and Students
Free use of lavaratory and towels

Centrally Located
1442 Main St.

Imperial Hotel
Columbia, S. C.

P. OEANS PROP.
"ThelSest Candies
Norris'
The Best Fountain-pens Waterman's
The Best Ice Creara
Ours
The Best Soda Water
Ours
The Best Pennants
Ours
The Best Post Cards
Ours
THE DRUG STORE
Clemson College, S. C.

THERE'S GOOD IN COFFEE
Columbia College tests prove that it sustains; lifts to effort but—the 'lift' lasts. If you want to know h0w you can
stick to clearheaded business and last at it, try

GROCERS

MONOGRAM COFFE
COFFE.i3

POUND

Put up in sealed cans only.

ETIWAN FERTILIZERS
Increased "Yields
Early Ma/tTJirrtvImproved Lands

Etiwan Fertilizer Co., Charleston, S. C,
CheapesF^Prices on Earth for
Kodak Finishing
DeMULDER & SON
Greenville, S. C.
Photographers

Frame cJTVIakers

Jfodac 3*inishing
Tjhat cant be beat
^ilms developed Wets, each
"jfs/c your friendo about us

JCodac finishing *Dept.

Ligon Drug Store

Spartangurg, S.C.
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LITERARY

SOCIETIES

THE PALMETTO
The opening exercises of the Palmetto were indeed very
■gratifying. The loyal old members were there with as many new
fellows as they could bring along, and the number was sufficient
to fill every seat in the hall.
President Turbeville, in 'his short address, welcomed the old
members back, and urged that they get in trim to do better work
the coming season. To the new fellows, he extended an invitation to join us. and, in doing so, showed them that the time and
money spent in society would return a hundred fold on the investment.
The regular exercises were then opened by a lively debate.
The query was: resolved, that the government demonstration
work is doing more for the advance of Agriculture than the Agricultural College. Messrs. F. H. McDonald, A. J. Evans and
D. K. Banks told of the great advance made from the demonstration work; while Messrs. M. W. Hunter, C. J. King and J. J.
Murrey argued that the Agricultural College was doing more
than the demonstration work, for the advance of agriculture. The
judges rendered the dicision in favor of the negetive. After this
the society listened with interest to an oration by Mr. T. C. Haddon.
On account of the length of the interesting debate, the other
men on duty were asked to render their respective parts at the
next meeting.
After the exercises, the president asked for applications, and
the names of nineteen new men were handed in. We have our
eyes on other men, both new and old, who seem to desire membership with us, and we hope that they will fall to our lot. and
Tielp us to make this a work year, a business year and a banner
year for the old Palmetto.
THE COLUMBIAN LITERARY SOCIETY
In order that the friends of the Columbian and the students
of Clemson College may know of the working of the society,
the progress of its members, and its success as a benefactor to
the young men in the college, who are now members, I shall
each week attempt to put in this column a true record of what
is be:ng said and done in the weekly meetings of the society.
Never before in the histbry of the College or of the Society
has the Columbian had such an encouraging beginning. Scarcely
a vacant seat could be found in the spacious hall, and when the
president rapped for order, the seating capacity was being
taxcd.
The nineteenth year was opened with Mr. D. L. Cannon,
in the President's chair and Mr. H. L. Parker occupying the
secretary's seat. At the secretary's roll call, these officers for the
first term answered to their names:
H. A. Hagood
Vice-President
J. N. McBride
Corresponding Secretary
J. F. Pearson
Treasurer
C. P. Youmans
Literary Critic
G. H. Pearcc
Prosecuting Critic
L. R. Tarrant
Reporting Critics
C F. West
A. H. Livingston
Sergeant at Arms
R. F. Jenkins
Reporter to the Tiger
As required by the constitution, the president, Mr. -Cannon,
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delivered his inaugural address before a large and appreciative
audience of old and new students. He delivered his speech iif
such a manner that every one present felt his preparation and
study which he must have undergone to attain his achievement.
He showed the audierfce the lack of trained literary men and the
need of them in this state, and asked those who were present
to come to the aid of this great old State.
The orator for the evening was Mr. R. F. Jenkins, whose
oration was entitled "The True Value of an Education." He
had a well written oration; but showed some lack of preparation.
Mr. F. L. Bunker, the declaimer, delivered in a pleasing manner a humorous selection, which brought forth much applause
from his audience. He was a little uneasy on the stage, and
talked a little too fast, but, as he is a comparatively new man,
we feel sure he will soon overcome this.
The regular debate was postponed, so as to open the doors
of the society to the young men who wished to cast their lot
with this society. Many new men expressed a desire to unite
themselves with the society, and these, with others who may
join later, will be initiated at the next regular meetng.
The president, as well as the old members, 'hope these new
men and those yet to join will realize the benefit they can derive from society work, if they will avail themselves of the opportunity.
CLEMSON ALUMNI WILL ORGANIZE ALUMNI CLUB
The following is an extract from the Atlanta Constitution;
There will be a dinner at the University club on the evening
of Oct. 4, for the purpose of organizing a "Clemson Club," by
the Clemson alumni in Atlanta.
Dr. W. M. Riggs, E. M. E., LL. D., president of the college,
will be present, and also Dr. P. H. Mell, M. A., LL. D., past
president, and under whose administiation the institution made
remarkable strides. There are over forty Clemson Alumni in
the city, nearly all of whom intend to be present at the dinner.
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, the famous University of Chicago
track star and coach of the Clemson track team, will also in all
probability he present and will give a talk on what Clemson expects to do during the coming year in that particular branch of
athletics.
The following is a list of those who have already signified
their intention of being present at the dinner:
More'head, I. H.
Pickett, E. H.
Richardson, R. G.
Pottnger. C. T.
Rodgers, D. F.
Hankel. W. H.
Rosborough, W. N.
Parker, F. F.
Reeves, R. N.
Hutson, H. M.
Hall, Vernon.
Norris, A. P.
Salley, T. R.
Calhoun, J. S.
Scott, W. H.
Calhoun, P. N.
Shaw, T. C.
Coles, S.
Stephenson, J. T.
Forsythe. R. C. .
Thornwell, E. A.
Douthitt, C.
Townsend, C. P.
Allen. W.
Williams. M. G.
Beaver, A. T
Woodward, H. M.
Livingston. V.
Littlejohn, E. G.
Lesesne, J. H.
Mclntosh, R. J.
Garner, G. D.
Taldwell, R. D.
Teague, C. H.
Taylor, A. B.
Martin, J. E.
Fant, Charlie.
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